Life 2.0 TIMOTHY M. BEARDSLEY L ate last month, the famed European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), near Geneva, hosted a most unusual conference. The meeting brought together biologists, chemists, mathematicians, and even one or two physicists to spend a few days pondering not the Higgs boson, sometimes called "the origin of mass," but new findings and ideas about the origin of life. The goal was "to mount a theoretical and experimental effort to make self-reproducing molecular systems" within 10-20 years, according to Stuart A. Kauffman of the University of Vermont, one of the instigators of the event.
Kauffman, who is known for his work on complexity in biology and for his willingness to sidestep conventional theory, teamed up for the event with Markus Nordberg, head of CERN's ATLAS experiment, which provided key data for the possible Higgs discovery last summer. Nordberg says that CERN is not financially supporting an origin-of-life project but provided biologists with conference facilities and guidance on organizing large scientific teams; it might offer computing power, as the biologists' needs fit CERN's capabilities. The program was put together by two leading figures in origin-of-life studies, systems chemist Günter von Kiedrowski of Ruhr University in Germany and theoretician Eörs Szathmáry of Eötvös Loránd University in Budapest. It was supported by the John Templeton Foundation, which describes itself as "investing in the big questions." it is possible to discern options for how life came to be, at least in outline form. Each of these options has its supporters, and each implies a different story about how the precursors of life acquired the key functions that allowed evolution to get rolling. Some may turn out to be false leads, but there are also hints that some concepts long seen as competing may in fact boost each other in unexpected ways. Insights are coming from a variety of fields. Although most origin-of-life research has had
The CERN meeting came as new experimental work and theoretical results seem to be whittling away lines dividing what had seemed entirely distinct scenarios for how life began. A plausible theory must accomplish the formidable task of starting only with simple chemicals and showing how they could react to bootstrap life's essential functions and so eventually yield the complex metabolisms found in present-day life-forms.
Although the exact sequence of events will probably never be known, 
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have been subject to modifications that were heritable and that influenced the survival chances of its descendents. Otherwise, the globe would today be teeming just with lookalikes of the original self-copying specklet.
There is also widespread agreement on another key attribute of the first living systems: They must have had a way of keeping their key components together, just as cell membranes keep cells together today; otherwise, the protoorganisms would diffuse and little input from physics, the possible role of quantum mechanical phenomena and even new cosmological perspectives were among the topics discussed at the CERN event.
Ghosts of the Precambrian
What almost everyone agrees on is that about 4 billion years ago, give or take a few hundred million years, some agglomeration of molecules came together somewhere on Earth that had the ability to make a copy of itself.
The copy might have been rough, but it was good enough to pass on the trick. The general ability of some molecules to make more molecules like themselves is known to chemists as autocatalysis.
That submicroscopic primordial speck might have been unable to spawn Darwinian evolution by itself, though. Origin-of-life research-it is worth pointing out-has little to do with the much-fêted creation of a bacterium with an artificial genome in 2010 by J. Craig Venter and his colleagues (published in Science, doi:10.1126/ compete to attract solute molecules "so their concentration is 30 to 100 times greater" than in the surrounding medium. Luisi and others have demonstrated that this concentration effect can allow one key step in cellular metabolism to occur when it would not otherwise: If supplied with a dilute solution of the essential components for cellular synthesis of an often-used biochemical marker called green fluorescent protein, self-assembling vesicles will prompt the synthesis to get under way.
"Once you are there, you have the capability of cell reproduction; you have the origin of metabolism," Luisi declares. For his part, Szostak, who has collaborated with Luisi, has argued that a self-replicating system that evolved on the surface of a mineral, as some investigators have proposed, is unlikely to have later switched its habitat to replicate inside cells. His work is therefore now focused on building what he terms protocells, which would consist of vesicles containing a reproducible metabolism.
One apparent hurdle for any proposed form of protolife that involves vesicles, also known as liposomes, is that the rate of growth of the internal metabolisms might fall out of step with the breakup and formation of science.1190719). Although a tour de force of synthetic biology, that team's feat relied on a parasitic bacterium to provide a working cell and metabolism, then merely reconstructed its genome.
Studies into how life might have started, in contrast, are raising questions about what, precisely, "life" means. "As one focuses experimentally on any of the 'defining' properties of 'life,' the sharp boundary seems to blur, splitting into finer and finer subdivisions," Jack W. Szostak, a prominent researcher at Harvard Medical School, wrote in an article published last year (doi: 10.1080/073911012010524998).
Fat in the fire
Some researchers propose that inorganic materials, including clays and other minerals, might do the job of constraining the molecules of life so that they could react rather than drift away from one another. Some mineral surfaces can bind organic molecules in regular patterns that can make reactions among them easier. Others suggest that the surfaces of lipids could achieve the same result, but most recent attention has been focused on hollow containers, or vesicles, made of bilayers of phospholipid molecules-or in some versions, of fatty acids. The vesicles look remarkably cell like. They resemble cell membranes chemically, and they work in the required way. For example, they can, in the right conditions, spontaneously assemble, grow, and disassemble. What is most striking, says Pier Luigi Luisi of Roma Tre University, is that while forming, the vesicles will Even so, no single RNA molecule has been found that can make copies of itself fast enough unaided to take off as a replicator. Recently, Szostak argued that short RNA molecules might have replicated in primitive cells by reactions other that self-catalysis. This proposal would retain RNA as the first repository of genetic information despite the difficulty of getting it to self-replicate.
That difficulty is the main reason that Kauffman has long pushed the idea that the first self-copying beings may have been groups of molecules whose members could collectively catalyze each other's formation-autocatalytic sets. Under this proposal, the first physical medium to transmit heritable information was not a single molecule at all but, rather, an interacting network of molecules.
To describe a simple autocatalytic set even more simply, molecule A would catalyze the formation of molecule B from its components, B would similarly catalyze the formation of molecule C, and then C the creation of more A. The group as a whole might thus be able to reproduce itself, by passing on to descendents its own mix of components. In his 2008 book an evolving system. Anthropologist Terrence Deacon of the University of California, Berkeley, described in his 2011 book Incomplete Nature the idea of self-assembling spherical or tubular structures, dubbed autogens, whose exterior components, when broken apart, could catalyze the formation of the autogens' interior components. The internal components would then, as conditions allowed, prompt the formation of more exterior-shell parts. These would in turn self-assemble to create a new generation, trapping interior molecules as they did so. Autogens would rely on the external environment for energy-for example, heat from volcanic vents-and for their basic materials.
Autogens could thus, in theory, duplicate themselves as an elaborate, patterned consequence of thermodynamics. Moreover, if an autogen acquired variant components that caused it to be sensitive to the food molecules and to break up more frequently in their presence, it would make more descendents than an insensitive autogen would. It could thus evolve adaptations, albeit intermittently. Simple simulations support the principle, but so far, the idea lacks the chemical specifics that might allow more realistic modeling.
Division over multiplication
Perhaps the major unresolved question in origin-of-life research is the identity of the molecule or molecules that carried the first heritable information. DNA, the nucleic acid that is the genetic material of all existing lifeforms, is not a good candidate, mainly because complex enzymes-which are highly evolved proteins-are essential to copy it. DNA's chemical cousin RNA has for three decades seemed a more likely choice, chiefly because it can, under the right conditions, catalyze reactions involving amino acids (the constituents of peptides), as well as, crucially, reactions involving RNA itself. After the discovery of RNA's autocatalytic abilities in 1981, chemists learned that they could evolve catalytic RNAs, called ribozymes, in the vesicles, so the protocells would get too big or too small to survive and divide. In present-day cells, a variety of sophisticated checkpoints ensure that cell division and the duplication of cell components stay synchronized, but such mechanisms cannot be assumed to have existed early in life's history.
Theoretical modeling has apparently come to the rescue: Under a wide variety of assumptions about the chemical dynamics, the two processes will tend to synchronize without the need for specialized mechanisms, according to Roberto Serra of the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, in Italy. If either component gets ahead, it can act as a brake on the other. Liposomebased protocells of one sort or another now seem to be the most popular candidate for the IDA.
Although most researchers suppose that some sort of metabolism must have developed very early in life's story, at least one student of life's basic properties has questioned the need to have an active metabolism for creating 
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Reinventing the Sacred, Kauffman championed the idea that the rudiments of life were autocatalytic sets of peptides, not RNA. The agenda at the CERN conference was to further explore the ramifications of the idea, which Kauffman terms metabolic replication.
Kauffman points out that experimentalists have created several examples of simple autocatalytic sets involving biologically plausible molecules. As long ago as the early 1990s, von Kiedrowski made short DNA sequences that could reciprocally duplicate each other using the same template-based replication principle that organisms use today to reproduce their genetic material. Ghadiri later achieved a similar feat with peptides consisting of 32 amino acids and, in 2009, described another way that peptides might have benefited early life. Ghadiri's group showed that some unusual peptides can interact with RNA-like nucleic acids to store information and allow it to be duplicated-without the need for a preformed replication apparatus. Specific sequences of the RNA-like molecule could self-assemble from its constituents along a peptide template. Moreover, when the template-supplied by the experimenter-was changed, the composition of the resulting nucleic acid changed accordingly and could direct the formation of DNA copies. Ghadiri acknowledges that groups working just on nucleic acids as information-carrying molecules have achieved "remarkable" results, but says, "I am talking about autonomous systems, and our paper is a step toward that." Autocatalytic-set thinking seems to apply most readily to the catalytic power of peptides, but the principle might apply to catalytic RNAs or other molecules, as well. Niles Lehman of Portland State University published last fall (doi:10.1038/nature11549) experiments that produced mixtures of RNA fragments able to self-assemble into self-replicating ribozymes. The ribozymes then spontaneously formed cooperative catalytic cycles and more complicated versions, called autocatalytic networks.
Networking for success
Whatever the chemical basis for autocatalytic sets or networks, critics with a mathematical bent (including Szathmáry) were not kind to Kauffman's original description of the idea. They argued, with high-powered math to back them up, that although such networks might proliferate, given an adequate "food" supply, they could never evolve in the important sense of accumulating modifications favoring their replication-otherwise known as adaptations. Szathmáry and his colleagues concluded that the chemical properties required for the components to form a truly evolving network were unrealistic.
Yet, in Kauffman's opinion, new theoretical results and suggestive experiments are swinging the pendulum back his way. For a long time, many scientists believed that peptide catalysts were unlikely to arise without a preexisting, sophisticated genetic system that would accumulate beneficial mutations and specify the amino Feature that such mathematical insights can be applied well beyond the problem of the origin of life-in the modeling used in ecology and in economics, for example. Economists, he reports, are interested.
Creating life de novo Kauffman aims to leave the CERN conference with a research plan to explore the full potential of collectively autocatalytic sets in liposomes. He believes the plan will involve "the formation of thermodynamic work cycles in such systems and their capacity to sense their world, food, or poison, and [to] evolve to respond adaptively." In other words, it will, if it is successful, create new life-by any definition-and therefore expose for testing long-standing questions about the fundamental nature of organisms' functioning and behavior.
As if that were not enough, Kauffman believes that the study of evolution from the ground up will demand a whole new conceptual scheme. He, Giuseppe Longo, and Maël Montévil have circulated a preprint (http://128.84.158.119/ abs/1201.2069v1 ) in which they argue that the schema that physics has adopted to frame many if not most of its analyses (known as the phasespace method) cannot be applied to evolution and that biologists will not be able to rely on it when they wrestle with evolution in detail and comprehensively. Evolved structures, Kauffman points out, develop functions that cannot be predicted in advance and so cannot be represented in phase-space analyses, even in principle.
It remains to be seen whether scientists will see this insight as useful. Evan Thompson, a philosopher at the University of Toronto, comments that Kauffman, Longo, and Montévil make good points about the need to develop other forms of explanation, such as "enablement," that will work in biology. That is because explaining biological structures generally requires referring to their function in a larger context-something physicists do not have to worry about. But similar notions have been proposed medium be compartmentalized, so that the evolving groups are physically isolated from one another-a condition that might be met if vesicles are forming.
These two conditions allow the evolution of what Vasas and her colleagues termed novel core networks that accumulate peripheral networks over time. To a theoretical biologist, these peripheral networks, represented as graphs, are reminiscent in an abstract way of phenotypes surrounding the coreswhich seem to play a role like that of genotypes in a population.
Kauffman has made the most of his idea's resurrection, also publishing last year an article with mathematicians Wim Hordijk and Mike Steel (doi:10.1007/s10441-012-9165-1) providing a proof that autocatalytic sets can usually give rise to subsets. These still-theoretical beings will often evolve so as to occupy distinct "ecological niches" and so enable the formation of other subsets, studies suggest. "We have, for the first time, really concrete mathematical results and theories, and there's a high probability [that] they exist," Hordijk says. Hordijk thinks acids used to form the proteins. There could not have been an egg without a preexisting chicken, in so many words, so the peptide catalysts could not help with the origin problem. But Kauffman points to studies by himself, Thomas H. LaBean, and others showing that a high proportion of peptides with random sequences of component amino acids have structural properties reminiscent of evolved enzymes. Luisi has obtained similar results. What is more, it is not hard to find random peptides that seem to have catalytic activity, according to research by Tetsuya Yomo of Osaka University, so peptides might bootstrap living chemistry more easily than was once assumed.
Furthermore, last year, Vera Vasas, Kauffman, Szathmáry, and others jointly published a modeling study (doi: 10.1186/1745-6150-7-1) that opened the door to autocatalytic protein sets a bit more-under special circumstances. The group concluded that such sets can evolve into the indefinite future if rare chemical reactions break up a set into subsets. These then compete with one another. Another requirement was that the reaction With new concepts or without, the majority of biologists working on the origin of life are probably not yet persuaded by the case for auto catalytic sets as the key, as even Hordijk concedes. Szostak, for one, says that in general, he is skeptical of self-replicating (or amplifying) metabolic cycles prior to the evolution of heritable catalysts such as ribozymes, although he agrees that it is possible. "We need
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